Topics
What’s Behind Door no. 1
Live demonstration of electronic lockpicking.

James has a varied and eclectic background in IT security, with
expertise covering a range of industry sectors, organisations
and IT disciplines. His main passion and focus is on the promotion and improvement of security.

De-Skilling Security by Design
How can we take the need to security-specific
knowledge out of the security by design process?

When he is not researching security or preaching the virtues of
security best practices, he can be found breaching security with
his fascination with locks, keeping bees, running obstacle races
and drinking copious amounts of coffee.

Is Everything on the Internet Trying to Kill
You?
Sci-fi films show the internet trying to kill people—is it really as dangerous place as suggested?

From crowded lecture theatres to wine bars and coffee shops
he has done his bit to promote the importance of security and
plans to continue doing this into the future.

Making Security Everyone’s Problem
Too often it seems only security specialists
worry about security—how can you get everyone else to take ownership of their own security?
No Network is an Island
Boundaries no longer exist, how can we distribute security in an increasingly interconnected
world?
PSD2 Opening Banking
What do the Open Banking regulations mean
for traditional banks and new FinTechs?
Sending Secret Messages
Workshop teaching basic cryptography from
Caesar to Enigma.
Why Work in Cyber Security
What do you need to work in Cyber Security,
and why should you want to?

As seen at

He has an ability to explain complex technical issues in a way
appropriate to the audience making it engaging and straightforward.

Testimonials
“James presented at TMHC Isolation Con in April 2020, his talk
was engaging, well prepared and insightful. He was a brilliant
presenter and I got great feedback from the 500+ people that
attended his talk.”
- Stuart Peck
Founder@The Many Hats Club
“James has been an excellent and innovative speaker at a number of my events both in the UK and the Middle East. He creates
fresh new content with very current and engaging angles each
time to thoroughly engage the audience. Thoroughly recommend James!”
- P. Rowe
Director of Events
“We were fortunate enough to work with James on a cuttingedge, cyber security academic programme, and he was immensely valuable. He demonstrated superb skill across several
cyber security domains, advising on some of the most important aspects of our curriculum.
He's also a superb speaker and trainer. He volunteered to deliver
Cyber School lessons during the COVID lockdown, and his videos were very well received by over 10,000 school students.”
- Jonathan Slater
Founder@Capslock
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